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The 20th was some century.

Yet those who favor abortion still think aborIt had more technical and scientific progress tion is not accessible enough.
than any other century in history, but it was unNegative population growth advocates have
precedented for pure human horror, too.
set goals of reducing U.S. population to 150
It was as if humanity was torn between its million people by 2100. That’s less than half as
many people as we have today.
best instincts and its worst.
They hold up Italy as a model for the world
Two world wars with a combined total of
more than 100 million military and civilian dead, — with a total fertility rate of 1.3. What they
including millions in genocidal holocausts. And don’t tell you is that if we achieved it, humanity
would face extinction within 400 years.
that’s just the “tip of the iceberg.”
They also don’t want to acknowledge the
Meanwhile, there has been another more
economic
collapse that we have been predictsilent holocaust going on for nearly half a cening
since
1994
based on actual demographic
tury, too. It’s called abortion.
trends. They prefer to ignore the common sense
It’s “silent” because the mass media would reality that families and children are the best
rather not publicize the numbers – over 54.3 way we have of investing in the future.
million abortions in the United States alone.
There is just no way we can have a growth
That’s 30% of our younger generation — or
economy with a birth rate that has declined by
nearly 1 out of 6 of all living Americans.
43% since 1960.
The toll already equals the population
No kids, no future. It’s that simple.
of our 73 largest cities. It’s as if we had a
nuclear war and no one noticed.
To turn these trends around, we need to
work
to restore the traditional family values that
Worldwide, more than 1.5 billion babies
have been aborted, contributing to a demo- made our country great. Tweaking taxes and
graphic decline that experts like Peter Drucker cutting spending is not enough to restore our
have called “the most important management economy. We need to change hearts and minds
as well. But that takes money and effort.
challenge of the 21st Century.”
That’s the reason for this Campaign for Life.
We’re already feeling its impact in the growYou
can help end “the silent holocaust” by sending economic crisis that is spreading like an
ing us your Campaign for Life donation today.
epidemic throughout the West.
“The only thing necessary for evil to triumph is for good men to do nothing” — Edmund Burke
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